
Vehicle Weighing Solutions build new
partnership with body builder and specialist

vehicle converter - Mackworth Vehicle
Conversions

A customer of Mackworth Vehicle Conversions (body building and

vehicle conversion specialists) has replaced existing onboard weighing

equipment with award-winning VOPS2 overload protection system. 



VOPS2 is an award-winning, sophisticated overload

protection system that can be fitted to most types of

vehicles and is carried out under ISO 9001:2008. VWS can

retrofit, or work with body builders/truck manufacturers, to

install VOPS2 onto vehicles. 

 

The M350S indicator is a compact design which allows it

to be neatly fitted into a radio DIN slot or it can be cab

mounted. It consists of a bright, organic LED display and is

easy to read. The indicator supplies the driver with

accurate loading information wherever they may need it.

A percentage of load on front and rear axles will be

displayed on the monitor.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Added Stephen: “Mackworth are happy to forge a new

partnership going forward with VWS continuing on

seamlessly from our existing provider to what looks to be

an excellent new strong partnership.”

 

Additional features of the VOPS2 overload protection

system are high security, anti-tamper password operation

and on-screen diagnostics. The display can also be

provided in a water-proof mount if it is required for external

use. 

 

Trevor Evans, Operations Director, Vehicle Weighing

Solutions: “It was a pleasure to meet Stephen at our

installation centre in Chesterfield recently and to show him

round our manufacturing facility. I look forward to a

successful and growing partnership between the two

companies.”

Mackworth Vehicle Conversions specialise

in supplying companies of all sizes with hi-

tech van conversion and body building

solutions. The company has grown strong

since the previous merging of two

established vehicle conversion specialist

companies, which has given them more than

40 years of industry experience, whilst

providing van and body solutions

throughout the UK. Some of their notable

customers include Derbyshire Fire & Rescue

Service, Eggleston Steel, and Great Places. 

 

Vehicle Weighing Solutions has recently begun

working with a large customer of Mackworth’s and

has replaced their existing overload protection

system with Vehicle Weighing Solutions’ VOPS2 to

prevent the overloading of their vehicles. Mackworth

Vehicle Conversions has been highly impressed

with the efficiency of installation provided by Vehicle

Weighing Solutions and their ability to meet the

required needs of their customers. Impressed with

the product, they have placed a further order of 6

VOPS2 systems. 

 

Stephen Hughes, Electrical Team Leader at

Mackworth Vehicle Conversions: “I recently visited

VWS to look at an installation they were doing for us

here at Mackworth and meet the team we would be

working with in transition from our existing overload

protection provider to VWS.

 

The installation of the VOPS2 System was very good

and of a high standard. VWS as a company have a

very knowledgeable and friendly team that are

forward thinking and are capable of finding solutions

to help deliver what the customer requires.”
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